This article presents the full range of information that the Administrative Office's data convey on federal employment discrimination litigation. From that information, the authors tell three stories about (1) bringing these claims, (2) their outcome in the district court, and (3) the effect of appeal. Each of these stories is a sad one for employment discrimination plaintiffs: relatively often, the numerous plaintiffs must pursue their claims all the way through trial, which is usually a jury trial; at both pretrial and trial these plaintiffs lose disproportionately often, in all the various types of employment discrimination cases; and employment discrimination litigants appeal more often than other litigants, with the defendants doing far better on those appeals than the plaintiffs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Employment discrimination plaintiffs have a tough row to hoe. They manage many fewer happy resolutions early in litigation, and so they have to proceed toward trial more often. They win a lower proportion of cases during pretrial and at trial. Then, more of their successful cases are appealed. On appeal, they have a harder time upholding their successes and reversing adverse outcomes.
This tough tale does not describe some tiny corner of the litigation world. Employment discrimination cases constitute an increasing fraction of the federal civil docket, now reigning as the largest single category of cases at nearly 10 percent.
In this article, we use governmental data to describe this important segment of federal litigation. When any civil case terminates in a federal dis-429 trict court or court of appeals, the court clerk transmits to the Administrative Office of the United States Courts a form containing information about the case. The forms include, inter alia, data regarding the names of the parties, the subject matter category and the jurisdictional basis of the case, the case's origin in the district as original or removed or transferred, the amount demanded, the dates of filing and termination in the district court or the court of appeals, the procedural stage of the case at termination, the procedural method of disposition, and, if the court entered judgment or reached decision, who prevailed. The computerized database, compiled from these forms, contains all the millions of federal civil cases over many years from the whole country. So, from these data gathered by the Administrative Office, assembled by the Federal Judicial Center, and disseminated by the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research, we know the outcome of every civil case terminated in the federal courts from fiscal year 1970 (the start of computerized record keeping) to fiscal year 2001 (the most recently released data). 1 Inevitably, these data do not reveal all the things one would like to know.
2 Most obviously, they do not cover state cases. Also, the standards for coding have changed over time, which necessitates careful attention. Only in fiscal year 1979 did the Administrative Office start to record which party prevailed by judgment in the district court. Only in fiscal year 1988 did the Administrative Office start to code the district courts' docket numbers in the appellate data set so that one could trace district court cases to their treatment in the federal courts of appeals. Only in fiscal year 1998 did the Admin- istrative Office start to distinguish among discrimination statutes; even now, the data cannot reliably distinguish between race and sex discrimination claims.
Nevertheless, the data are complete enough, we feel, to give accurate bearings about the nature of employment discrimination litigation in federal court. We focus on one of the Administrative Office's approximately 90 category codes: Code 442, "Civil Rights: Jobs" or "Employment," which includes mainly Title VII actions, but also ADA, § 1983, ADEA, § 1981, and FMLA actions. 3 Only around fiscal year 1970, following the tremendous increase in civil rights actions in the 1960s, 4 did the Administrative Office create a separate category for civil rights actions concerning employment, this Code 442. Because of the unavoidable delay in the code's full utilization in termination data, and because of the later improvements in the Administrative Office's coding, we shall give most of our results from 1979 onward. Indeed, because it is clearer to speak in terms of calendar years rather than fiscal years, we shall speak henceforth in terms of calendar years.
The Appendix presents in tabular form the more meaningful data. Although assertions dominate discussions of employment discrimination litigation, and treatment of most facts proceeds as if they were unknowable, the exercise of creating this table demonstrates how much information about a category of litigation is readily available from governmental data. Unsupported factual assertions need not dominate discussions of litigation. Readily available data paint a fairly complete picture of employment discrimination litigation.
The article's text extracts from the Appendix three particular, especially telling aspects: the number of cases and trials, success in the district court, and effect of appeal. We tell each of these three stories of litigating, deciding, and appealing employment discrimination actions mainly through graphs and tables.
5 But for each of the stories, the text will sketch the overall picture and then make a specific observation. 
II. LITIGATING

A. Overall Picture
As Figure 1 reveals, employment discrimination cases constitute an increasing fraction of the federal civil docket. By 2000, employment discrimination cases constituted nearly 10 percent of federal civil cases.
The rest of the civil docket expanded rapidly in the early 1980s to reach an all-time peak of 263,804 cases in 1985, which was an increase of over 80 percent from six years earlier. Since 1985, however, the rest of the civil caseload has been flat, with only 230,239 cases terminated in 2000.
The employment discrimination caseload expanded later. 6 Figure 1 shows that the number of cases grew modestly in the early 1980s, and not at The 1970s also saw a dramatic percentage increase in employment discrimination cases, but because the base was so low, the absolute increase is rather modest in these years. We have not been able to determine from the Administrative Office exactly when it created Category 442 all in the late 1980s. In the 1990s, however, employment discrimination cases exploded from 8,303 cases terminated in 1991 to 22,359 cases terminated in 2000, a 270 percent increase. The 1990s explosion of employment discrimination cases presumably resulted from several factors, most of which are beyond explanation by Administrative Office data. For example, the Civil Rights Act of 1991 made Title VII law more favorable to plaintiffs in several ways, increasing the propensity to sue. These changes included a right to jury trial and the availability of compensatory and punitive damages (capped depending on the employer's size).
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Around the same time, new statutes created federal causes of action for new classes of plaintiffs. These included the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993.
8 One should not overemphasize these new statutes, however. As Table 1 shows, barely one in nine employment discrimination cases arise under the ADA or the FMLA. Title VII cases constitute the bulk of cases, nearly 70 percent.
Incidentally, the proportion of plaintiffs proceeding pro se varies dramatically by statute. As Table 1 further shows, about one in five Title VII or 42 U.S.C. § 1983 plaintiffs is not represented by a lawyer, whereas only about one in twenty Age Discrimination in Employment Act or FMLA plaintiffs is without a lawyer.
Even more dramatic than the rise in employment discrimination caseload is the increasing prominence of employment discrimination trials as a fraction of all trials. 9 As pretrial dispositions such as settlement have blos- This definition would distort analysis of the data by categorizing some motion hearings as judge trials. So, instead, we used disposition method code 9-judgment on court trial-to define judge trial usage. We used these mixed definitions for trials throughout, except in Figure 6 and the Appendix where we were breaking down the cases by method of disposition or by procedural progress. 10 See Realities, supra note 2, at 135-37, 142-44. 11 The trend of the vanishing civil trial is apparent from the hard copy of the Annual Report of the Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. Over the years its Tables  C-4 , prepared with the procedural progress codes for cases terminated during or after trial, show a steady decrease from almost 12 percent of civil terminations reaching trial in the 1960s to the current levels approaching 2 percent. As that period progressed, the growing number of federal judges managed to increase the absolute number of civil trials as the caseload grew, until reaching a peak in fiscal year Figure 2 shows more than a 50 percent decline in the number of other trials in two decades. The number of employment discrimination trials, on the other hand, has held steady. Thus, whereas the ratio of other trials to employment discrimination trials was 10 : 1 in 1979, it was only 4.66 : 1 in 2000. As to definitions, "trials" combines jury and judge trials. A jury trial includes any case for which the procedural progress variable has a value of 7 or 9 (termination "during" or "after" a jury trial). A judge trial is defined as any case for which the method of disposition variable has a value of 9 ("judgment on court trial"). SOURCE: Administrative Office data, as described in text accompanying notes 1-4.
B. Specific Story: Judge and Jury Trials
The previous discussion lumped judge and jury trials together, which masked some remarkable divergences in trends. In this subsection, we parse the separate trends in employment discrimination and other cases for judge and jury trials. As Figure 3 shows, the number of judge trials has plummeted in the last two decades, for employment discrimination cases and for other cases. Indeed, in percentage terms, judge trials have fallen more in employment discrimination cases. In the early 1980s, judges tried as many as 1,000 employment discrimination cases each year. In 2000, there were only a hundred or so. But the downward trend is dramatic for both types of cases. Jury trials tell a different story, as related by Figure 4 . In employment discrimination cases, the annual number of jury trials has increased. The increase has been dramatic since 1991, when jury trials were first allowed for Title VII cases, but the trend was upward for most of the 1980s as well. By contrast, jury trials in other cases have fallen by 30 percent from their peak in the mid-1980s.
The upshot emerges in Figure 5 . The ratio of jury to all trials has increased in all cases. In cases other than employment discrimination, over the two decades the ratio went from about two out of five to three out of five. The ratio in employment discrimination cases is much more dramatic: in 1979, only about one in ten trials was a jury trial; by 2001, jury trials were well more than eight in ten. The explanation for the rising ratios resides in the drop in the use of judge trial. The explanation for this latter drop would have to be a broad one, not linked to a particular category of case. Perhaps the explanation lies in judicial distaste for a time-consuming task like bench trial. Or, as the disincentives to any trial have increased, those litigants who prefer jury trial have proved to be the hardier group.
III. DECIDING
A. Overall Picture
Using percentages rather than absolute numbers, Figure 6 shows again that trials are now rare in employment discrimination cases (3.7 percent of In 1979, 36 percent of trials in other cases were to juries; in 2000, 69 percent were jury trials. Jury trials are identified by a procedural progress variable equal to 7 or 9 (termination during or after jury trial). Judge trials are identified by a method of disposition variable equal to 9 (judgment on court trial). SOURCE: Administrative Office data, as described in text accompanying notes 1-4. employment discrimination cases), unlike a generation ago when one in six employment discrimination cases was decided by trial. 13 Trials in other cases have always been relatively rare, and now are exceedingly rare (only 1.5
Clermont and Schwab 439 13 Also, a study of docket sheets from the Southern District of New York over four years showed an employment discrimination trial rate of 3.8 percent, with a plaintiff win rate at trial of 33. As the top two lines show, the fraction of cases that reach a disposition other than adjudication, which predominately means settlement, is lower for employment discrimination cases than for other cases. As to definitions, see note 14. SOURCE: Administrative Office data, as described in text accompanying notes 1-4. percent). The other types of disposition have picked up the slack left by the vanishing trial.
14 Nontrial adjudication, such as by pretrial motion, has stayed comparable over the years for employment discrimination and other cases, at about 20 percent of the cases overall. It seems to be gently increasing with time.
Like other cases, most employment discrimination cases settle, and more and more do so with the passing years. As the Appendix shows in its treatment of disposition method, almost 70 percent of employment discrimination and other cases are terminated by settlement. A much smaller number of dispositions fall into a welter of other classification codes, predominately remand or transfer to another court. As a matter of probability, most of these will result, after additional proceedings, in an eventual settlement rather than a final adjudication. So, the bigger this otherdisposition grouping is, the more settlement there is as well. Far fewer than half as many dispositions fall into this other-disposition grouping for employment discrimination cases as for other cases. What this means is that employment discrimination cases settle less frequently, as a relative matter, than other cases. Figure 6 , grouping settlement along with these other dispositions as "nonadjudications," shows the time trends.
Moreover, the Appendix further shows, in its treatment of procedural progress, that far fewer employment discrimination cases end early in the litigation process (37 percent, compared to other cases at 59 percent).
In sum, only a small percentage of any category of cases makes it through the procedural system to a contested judgment, nontrial or trial. Figure 6 tells an overall story of continuing and probably growing dominance of settlement, against a backdrop of a diminishing role for trial. However, compared to other plaintiffs, employment discrimination plaintiffs
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14 First, tried cases are those with a method of disposition value of 7-9. Second, cases adjudicated without trial are those with a method of disposition value of 6, 15, 17, 19, or 20. Third, settled cases are those with a method of disposition value of 2, 4, 5, 12-14, or 18. Code 3 switched in usage about 1991 from voluntary dismissal to dismissal for lack of jurisdiction, so we grouped its earlier usage with settlement, but its later usage with nontrial adjudication. Fourth, other dispositions are all remaining method of disposition values, predominantly remand or transfer to another court. See Realities, supra note 2, at 136-37 (using a slightly different grouping of method of disposition codes to come to similar conclusions). But see Gillian K. Hadfield, Most Cases Don't Settle, There's More (Non-Trial) Adjudication Than Ever and the "Haves" May Be Coming Out Ahead: Some Preliminary Observations on the Characteristics and Determinants of the "Vanishing Trial" and the Changing Disposition of Federal Civil Cases 5-6 (Nov. 2003) (unpublished manuscript) (using a different grouping of method of disposition codes, which contributed to her different conclusions). may be closing the gap, but they still remain less likely to obtain an early settlement from the defendant and more likely to have to slog onward to trial.
Of cases going to trial, employment discrimination plaintiffs win less often than other plaintiffs. In the 1980s, employment discrimination plaintiffs won trials at only half the rate of other plaintiffs. As Figure 7 shows, however, in recent years the gap in win rates has narrowed substantially. Figure 8 breaks down the trial win rates to show the jury and judge win rates over time. 15 It reveals that employment discrimination plaintiffs (unlike many other plaintiffs) have always done substantially worse in judge trials than in jury trials. Until very recently, the win rate in judge trials (but not in jury trials) has been much lower in employment discrimination cases than in other cases. Again, as the Appendix alternatively puts it, employment discrimination plaintiffs have won only 19.29 percent of judge trials but 37.77 percent of jury trials. Although employment discrimination plaintiffs have won fewer than one in five of their judge trials, other plaintiffs have won 45.91 percent of their judge trials (and 44.82 percent of their jury trials). The win rates in jury trials of employment discrimination and other cases are not far apart.
Thus, one reason for the rising trial win rate in employment discrimination cases seen in Figure 7 could be the shift to jury trial usage seen earlier in Figure 5 . A shift toward the likely more successful jury trial might be increasing the overall trial win rate in employment discrimination cases.
These trends are easy to misinterpret, however. For example, an employment defense lawyer recently advised defendants to get a judge trial: "Before 1991, employees brought [federal employment discrimination] cases at the rate of 8,000 to 9,000 a year, and employers won most of them. Since then, the filing rate has nearly tripled, and surveys show that employers have lost almost half of the cases tried to a jury." 16 Those facts are pretty much true literally, but the advice is misleading. The increased defendant losses reflect the shift to jury trials, but not necessarily any pro-plaintiff bias in juries. Indeed, over the relevant time period, the plaintiff win rate before judges is what shows a real change. As the judges' trial duties have shifted to juries, the win rate before judges has increased sharply. Perhaps defendants should therefore avoid judge trial! In all likelihood, juries and judges are acting similarly, but have always seen a different flow of cases. We thus concluded at the end of a lengthy article based on a wealth of data covering all sorts of cases: (1) the most plausible explanation of the data lies in small differences between judges' and juries' treatment of cases and, much more substantially, in the parties' varying the case selection that reaches judge and jury; (2) litigants' stereotypical views about juries may lead them to act unwisely in choosing between judge trials and jury trials; and (3) atypical differences in win rates before judges and juries for certain case categories may stem from the especially strong misperceptions litigants hold about jury behavior in these cases. More simply put, certain groups of plaintiffs do far worse before judges, but the reason likely lies in prevailing misperceptions about juries, rather than in differences between judges and juries. Judges and juries are in fact not so different.
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The most significant observation about the deciding of cases, then, is the long-run lack of success at trial for employment discrimination plaintiffs, relative to other plaintiffs. The gap in win rates between employment discrimination plaintiffs and other plaintiffs appears not only at trial but in pretrial disposition as well.
18 Figure 9 show the fairly persistent gap over time, There is it seems a general consensus that employment discrimination cases are too easy to file, and all too easy to win. This sentiment is doubtlessly, at least in part, fueled by the spate of popular books decrying the damage done by employment suits, as well as the even while the pretrial win rate is trending down in all cases. 19 As the Appendix states, employment discrimination plaintiffs have won 4.23 percent of their pretrial adjudications, while other plaintiffs have won 22.23 percent of their pretrial adjudications.
B. Specific Story: Win Rates by Type of Discrimination
Until now, our analysis of win rates has lumped all employment discrimination plaintiffs together, masking potential differences between them. For
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relentless efforts by well-financed lobbying and philanthropical groups with a conscious aim to limit the reach of the antidiscrimination laws. But this picture is grossly distorted, and while there are large numbers of employment discrimination suits . . . these suits are far too difficult, rather than easy, to win. example, one might suspect that age discrimination plaintiffs do far better, especially before juries, than other plaintiffs. As Table 2 shows, however, pretrial and trial win rates are similar across types of discrimination cases, such as Title VII, the ADA, and the ADEA 20 -despite the different nature of, and resulting reaction to, suits based on race, sex, disability, and age 21 and even despite the differences in pro se representation noted above in Table 1. Our analysis above showed the importance of separating jury trials from judge trials. Table 2 presents the results for that as well. It shows that, across all types of discrimination cases, plaintiffs do better before juries than judges. But within jury trials and judge trials, the win rates are roughly equivalent for all types of discrimination, with mainly insignificant differences. 21 See Selmi, supra note 18, at 562-69. Pretrial adjudication is identified as those cases whose method of disposition was coded as 6. Jury trials are identified as those case whose procedural progress was coded as 7 or 9 (termination during or after jury trial). Judge trials are identified as those cases whose method of disposition was coded as 9 (judgment on court trial). SOURCE: Administrative Office data, as described in text accompanying notes 1-4.
Thus, differences in win rates seem driven much more by the type of disposition than the type of discrimination at issue. Worth noting, however, is the limited range of these data. Only since fiscal year 1998 did the Administrative Office enter the title and section of the U.S. Code on which each case is brought, so our breakdown by type of discrimination can begin only at that point. Moreover, because the data only go through fiscal year 2001, the data from the last three months of calendar year 2001 are not included.
IV. APPEALING
A. Overall Picture
Using our data set previously constructed by linking docket numbers in the Administrative Office's civil data from the federal district courts and from the federal courts of appeals, 22 we can trace developments in cases after district court judgments entered formally for one side, plaintiff or defendant, that the other side puts on the appellate court docket. 23 We present data from 1988 through 2000. 23 If the judgment below was for plaintiff, we initially inferred that the defendant was the appellant. However, examining the parties' names revealed that more than a quarter of the appeals from judgment for plaintiff have a plaintiff as the named appellant. So, we simply discarded appeals from judgment for plaintiff in which an apparently dissatisfied but winning plaintiff was the named appellant or the defendant was the named appellee. Thus, by looking at the remaining appeals, we were more surely comparing appeals by plaintiffs and defendants from judgments entered against them.
We continue to drop this special category of appeals-appeals by plaintiffs from judgments for plaintiff-in order to be consistent with our earlier work. See, e.g., Plaintiphobia, supra note 19, at 951 & n.12. Subsequent investigation, however, leads us now to think that many of these appeals are really defendant appeals in which the clerk has mistakenly listed as appellant the first-named party in the appellate case's caption (always the plaintiff under current rules). One strong piece of evidence is that these appeals are geographically segregated, coming by far most frequently from the Fifth Circuit. Moreover, the reversal rate for this special category of appeals is virtually identical to the defendants' reversal rate. See Eisenberg, supra note 22, at 3 n.5, 21-23.
If instead of discarding this special category of appeals we were somehow to treat it, either as plaintiff appeals from a larger body of masked plaintiff losses or as mislabeled defendant appeals, the effect would likely be to raise the defendants' appeal rate. 24 Because our district court and appellate court termination data for these purposes come from calendar year 1988 (the first year linkage became fully possible) through fiscal year 2000 (the last year for which these data are available), the data from the last three months of calendar year 2000 are not included.
Because some of the district court judgments late in our sample period did not have sufficient time to mature into an appellate outcome included in the sample, our overall appeal rates are slightly understated. In our year-by-year results, this data censoring becomes a more serious problem, so that in Figures 10 and 11 we present results only through 1998. 25 We do not count as appeals the cases in which an appeal is docketed but no decisive outcome is reached on appeal, which is often because the case settles. A substantial number of appeals terminate without a decisive outcome, and in fact these dropped appeals are very often appeals NOTE: This graph compares appeal rates from trials, combining judge and jury trials. Plaintiffs appeal more, and employment discrimination litigants appeal more. Jury trials are identified as those case whose procedural progress was coded as 7 or 9 (termination during or after jury trial). Judge trials are identified as those cases whose method of disposition was coded as 9 (judgment on court trial). SOURCE: Our linked district-appeals data set constructed from the Administrative Office's data sets, as described in text accompanying notes 22-24.
We define the appeal rate as the percentage of those cases terminated in the district court (by pretrial adjudication or at trial), with a judgment expressly for plaintiff or defendant, in which the appellate court issues a decisive outcome on the merits.
By far, as shown in Table 3 , most appeals in federal employment discrimination cases are appeals by plaintiffs. This fact mainly reflects that plaintiffs suffer most of the losses at the district court level. That is, although the defendants' appeal rate is not far below the plaintiffs' appeal rate, espe-
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by defendants. Although defendants might appeal more often than plaintiffs and thus are somewhat less selective about the cases they appeal (e.g., in our sample defendants initiated appeals from 43.55 percent of their trial losses, while plaintiffs pursued 32.59 percent), fewer of their appeals result in a decisive outcome (the analogous numbers become 12.35 percent and 18.88 percent). That is, defendants drop more appeals than do plaintiffs, so that a smaller percentage of defendant losses conclude in a decisive appellate outcome. For our purposes, then, defendants exhibit a lower appeal rate than plaintiffs. See Plaintiphobia, supra note 19, at 951-52; Eisenberg, supra note 22, at 4-6. NOTE: This graph compares reversal rates from trials, combining judge and jury trials. The defendant-plaintiff differential in reversal rates is much more extreme in employment discrimination cases than in other cases. Jury trials are identified as those case whose procedural progress was coded as 7 or 9 (termination during or after jury trial). Judge trials are identified as those cases whose method of disposition was coded as 9 (judgment on court trial). SOURCE: Our linked district-appeals data set constructed from the Administrative Office's data sets, as described in text accompanying notes 22-24.
cially after trial, in absolute numbers, plaintiffs' appeals (7,667) are 17 times more frequent than defendants' appeals (456). Figure 10 shows that both defendants' and plaintiffs' appeal rates are higher in employment discrimination cases than in other cases. That is, the employment discrimination category continues on appeal to be a heavily litigated set of cases.
We define the reversal rate as the percentage of those appeals reaching a decisive outcome that emerge as reversed rather than affirmed. We define the appellate outcome of "reversed" as comprising the three codes for reversed, remanded, and affirmed in part and reversed in part, while we narrowly define "affirmed" as comprising only the codes for affirmed and dismissed on the merits. One can then readily calculate a defendants' reversal rate and a plaintiffs' reversal rate.
In employment discrimination cases, the clear fact is that the defendants' reversal rate far exceeds the plaintiffs' reversal rate. 26 That is, the NOTE: The second column of this table shows the defendants' decisive appeals from decisive adjudications below, with defendants unlikely to appeal the solid plaintiff wins by pretrial adjudication, but much more likely to appeal plaintiff wins at trial. The third column shows the plaintiffs' appeals, with plaintiffs appealing in much greater absolute numbers than defendants. Pretrial adjudication is identified as those cases whose method of disposition was coded as 6. "Trials" combines jury and judge trials. Jury trials are identified as those case whose procedural progress was coded as 7 or 9 (termination during or after jury trial). Judge trials are identified as those cases whose method of disposition was coded as 9 (judgment on court trial). SOURCE: Our linked district-appeals data set constructed from the Administrative Office's data sets, as described in text accompanying notes 22-24.
appellate courts reverse plaintiffs' wins below far more often than defendants' wins. As shown in Table 4 , this differential prevails for appeals from wins at the pretrial stage (54 percent to 11 percent), and it becomes somewhat more pronounced for appeals from wins at the trial stage (42 percent to 8 percent). These differentials are highly statistically significant. This sort of differential also appears in studies looking at case files and the like, as opposed to bare Administrative Office data.
27 Figure 11 shows that the advantage of defendants on appeal prevails in other cases, too. This effect appears in almost all case categories, which show 31 percent for the defendants' reversal rate and 14 percent for the NOTE: The second column of this table shows the defendants' decisive appeals, with defendants doing very well in obtaining reversals from decisive adjudications below. The third column shows the plaintiffs' appeals, with plaintiffs appealing in much greater absolute numbers than defendants, but doing quite badly on appeal. Pretrial adjudication is identified as those cases whose method of disposition was coded as 6. "Trials" combines jury and judge trials. Jury trials are identified as those case whose procedural progress was coded as 7 or 9 (termination during or after jury trial). Judge trials are identified as those cases whose method of disposition was coded as 9 (judgment on court trial). SOURCE: Our linked district-appeals data set constructed from the Administrative Office's data sets, as described in text accompanying notes 22-24.
plaintiffs' reversal rate from trial losses in other cases. 28 But the 42 percent to 8 percent spread in employment discrimination cases between defendants' and plaintiffs' reversal rates is much more extreme, with defendants doing better and plaintiffs doing worse than other litigants.
B. Specific Story: Anti-Plaintiff Effect
The critical point here is that the data show defendants succeeding more than plaintiffs on appeal, and much more so in employment discrimination cases. Indeed, from the perspective of a plaintiff victorious after trial in an employment discrimination case, the appellate process offers a chance of retaining victory that cannot meaningfully be distinguished from a coin flip. 29 Meanwhile, a defendant victorious after trial can rest secure in retaining that victory after appeal. Thus, defendants, in sharp contrast to plaintiffs, emerge from the appellate court in a much better position than when they left the district court. In short, we think we have unearthed a troublesome anti-plaintiff effect in federal appellate courts.
That the relatively few trial victories for plaintiffs in employment discrimination cases are especially vulnerable on appeal is more startling in light of the nature of these cases and the applicable standard of review. The vast bulk of employment discrimination cases turn on intent, and not on disparate impact, as Donohue and Siegelman have shown. 30 The subtle question of the defendant's intent is likely to be the key issue in a nonfrivolous employment discrimination case that reaches trial, putting the credibility of witnesses into play. When the plaintiff has convinced the factfinder of the defendant's wrongful intent, that finding should be largely immune from appellate reversal, just as defendants' trial victories are largely immune from reversal. Thus, reversal of plaintiffs' trial victories in employment discrimination cases should be unusually uncommon. Yet we find the opposite. ready to sue except in egregious situations. 39 The pool of employment discrimination claims might therefore be overpopulated by strong rather than weak claims.
Moreover, even if employment discrimination plaintiffs are flooding the district courts with weak cases, those stalwart few who make it through pretrial, through settlement, and then through to trial victory should at the least have relatively strong cases. 40 These are cases that survived the pretrial screening and so are nonfrivolous cases with a genuine factual issue. The settlement-litigation process should weed out the lopsided cases, leaving a pool of claims comprising mainly close cases. Yet these tried cases exhibit a more extreme anti-plaintiff effect on appeal than do pretrial cases. This result is strongly inconsistent with any weak-cases-produce-extreme-reversalrates argument.
Similarly worth noting, the closing gap over time between employment discrimination plaintiffs and other plaintiffs in trial win rates (Figure 7 ) does not appear in appeal reversal rates (Figure 11 ). If employment discrimination plaintiffs are learning from their trial failures and acting more like other plaintiffs in their case selection, then we would expect the defendantplaintiff differential on appeal to diminish. But it has not. Finally, our prior research found the anti-plaintiff effect on appeal prevails even between corporate parties. 41 Also, the anti-plaintiff effect exists separate from any "repeat-player haves"/"one-shot have nots" effect between opponents, as neither governmental litigants nor corporate litigants fared much differently from nongovernmental, noncorporate litigants in reversal rates. 42 That is, although there might be a "repeat-player haves"/"one-shot have nots" effect, there is a more important anti-plaintiff effect. When the "one-shot have nots" are the plaintiffs, that effect conjoins with the usual anti-plaintiff effect. The result is a defendant-plaintiff differential of extraordinary magnitude in employment discrimination cases.
Nevertheless, it bears stressing that we have never claimed that our attitudinal explanation is irrefutable. We are looking at output data, after all;
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and by making appropriate assumptions about the input, one can produce any particular pattern in the output data. Thus, weak cases pushed by overly litigious plaintiffs, who also appeal too readily, will mathematically result in a higher reversal rate for defendants, and so could produce the look of an anti-plaintiff effect in reversal rates even before perfectly neutral courts.
We repeat that we see no empirical basis for inferring such a difference between plaintiffs' and defendants' behavior. Moreover, even assuming NOTE: This figure tells a tough tale: at every stage of the litigation pyramid, employment discrimination plaintiffs do worse than other plaintiffs-they have to go to trial more often because they are less likely to obtain a favorable early disposition; they win those trials less often; they face proportionately more appeals from those wins; they suffer proportionately more reversals of those wins. More particularly, this figure shows for an average year the number of cases terminated; the number of trials, whether by jury or judge, that resulted in a judgment expressly for plaintiff or defendant-a jury trial includes any case for which the procedural progress variable has a value of 7 or 9 (termination during or after a jury trial), and a judge trial is defined as any case for which the method of disposition variable has a value of 9 (judgment on court trial); and the number of appeals that came to a decisive outcome on the merits. SOURCE: Administrative Office data, as described in text accompanying notes 1-4, and our linked district-appeals data set constructed from the Administrative Office's data sets, as described in text accompanying notes 22-24.
that plaintiff-defendant differences explain the anti-plaintiff pattern seen on appeal in other case categories, employment discrimination cases stand out so sharply in this regard that one simply has to resort in part to an attitudinal explanation. As shown in research now underway, 43 no reasonable assumptions as to case strength, appeal rates, and judicial accuracy would produce the observed pattern.
Therefore, rather than yielding to the intuitive attraction of the view that employment discrimination plaintiffs are overly litigious, we tentatively conclude that appellate judges are acting as if it is they who accept that view. Their resulting attitude then produces at least some of the anti-plaintiff effect that we observe.
Study of appeals is thus critical to understanding employment discrimination litigation. One can easily see that these plaintiffs do not do well in the lower courts, but it is difficult to say why. 44 One can, with more effort, see that these plaintiffs do not do well in the appellate courts, and here one can somewhat more solidly conclude that judicial bias is at play. The antiplaintiff effect on appeal raises the specter that appellate courts have a double standard for employment discrimination cases, harshly scrutinizing employees' victories below while gazing benignly at employers' victories.
V. CONCLUSION
Employment discrimination plaintiffs must swim against the tide-at pretrial, trial, and appeal. This article has told the sad stories for these three stages. We can combine those stories into one view of the litigation pyramid. Figure 12 is worth a thousand words. 43 See Eisenberg, supra note 22, at 16-23. 44 See Selmi, supra note 18. 
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